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ABTERY JOINS
QAMCOM GROUP
A B T E R Y J O I N S Q A M C O M G R O U P F O R S T R AT E G I C
PA R T N E R S H I P T O P R E PA R E F O R A N A U T O N O M O U S
ELECTRIC FUTURE
GOTHENBURG, SWEDEN – (06/05/2019) - Abtery AB (abtery.com), state of the art
electric powertrain designer, joins Qamcom Group. Together, the two parties aim to
develop strong long-term synergies and keep pushing state of the art technology in
the electric powertrain development.
“With the technology portfolio that Qamcom Group brings to the table, we stand ready
to truly push electric autonomous vehicles to the next step” said Martin De la Vega,
CEO of Abtery. “We are like two halves of the same orange, put together. Everything in
future transportation will be electric and autonomous.”
Abtery, based in Gothenburg, Sweden, has a dynamic and vibrant team focused on
various facets of the growing electric vehicle market; including automotive, aviation,
last mile mobility and marine industries. Situated in one of the world’s most sustainable
forward-thinking communities in Europe, Abtery currently provides services to many
leading manufacturers through confidentiality agreements.
“The investment made in Abtery and collaboration we have set in motion will reinforce
our technology offering as a whole and widen our portfolio” said Johan Lassing,
CEO of Qamcom Group. “Together with Abtery, we will grow within the field of
electromobility in several industries and transport sectors. Abtery and Qamcom truly
complement each other.”
Qamcom Group consists of different technology companies and has one overall
purpose, to unify great technology for good. With a holistic view, technology as a tool
and people in mind, Qamcom always strives towards progress and to create value and
results for all stakeholders.
The joint collaboration between the two companies will allow a strong strategic
positioning within the autonomous vehicle technology segment. Qamcom will
contribute with expertise within advanced embedded systems, system safety and
research within autonomous vehicle technology, while Abtery´s expert team will
support within the field of electric drive systems and electromobility solutions.
For more information visit abtery.com.
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About Abtery AB
Abtery is an electric drive system design house. Abtery develops custom solutions
enabling our customers to keep their performance edge. With a strong knowhow
and extensive experience, Abtery offers its customers the possibility to create next
generation solutions within all transport industries, energy storage and electric
charging infrastructure. Developed and validated by the best.
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